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Ki'nene Restaurant

Ki'nene is a restaurant that was makes its home on Geo'kenese Starbase, a star base that orbits the
planet Levia. Its known for providing a vast selection of food that can not only be chosen from a standard
menu, but that patrons can also request specialized food to be made that isn't on the menu.

Perhaps what the restaurant is most known for is its glass floor that allows patrons a breathtaking view of
outer space. It opened its doors in ER 770. The restaurant is owned by the Sha'trun Trading Family.

Overview

Ki'nene is a large restaurant that was built into the number two residential module of the Geo'kenene
star base; with a transparent floor and windows. The glass bottom is made out of Heu'trane.

Entry into the restaurant is through a set of eight separate elevators, this means that the restaurant has
eight separate entrances located on eight different floors throughout the station. There are a number of
emergency stairways that take patrons out of the restaurant in the event of an emergency.

The restaurant is prized for providing two separate types of services, the first is that during the first half
of a season the restaurant is open only to military personnel and their families. Then, during the second
half of the season, it opens up to the general public for all to enjoy.

Military soldiers and their families eat for free, this is a courtesy provided by the trade family that owns
the restaurant, this has made the place quite popular amongst the Navy. This, combined with its top-
class chefs that can provide any type of food that a patron desires, makes it highly popular to the point
that reservations are an absolute must, even during the military only season.

There are several private rooms that people can reserve for parties or other special occasions.

Staff

Ki'nene has a staff of over forty people, although the chefs and owners are all part of one family. The list
below only shows the family members who work within the restaurant.

Hui'sha - Owner (Husband)
Neiu'sha - Co-owner (Wife)
Yuyu'sha - Head Chef (Son)
Vuiya'sha - Chef (Daughter)
Gyu'syea'sye - Head Waiter (Adopted Daughter)
Xqui'tae - Waiter (Adopted Daughter, Kit)
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